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LETTER FROM OUR BOARD CHAIR
Plastics are an important material in our economy, and modern daily life is unthinkable without them. They
can, however, have serious consequences for our environment and health due to low rates of reuse (except
for PET bottles) and recycling. As a result, they are often disposed of as litter or leak from our waste collection
infrastructure into rivers and oceans.
Plastics contribute 85 percent to volumes of recorded beach litter – 61 percent of this is single-use plastic
items, and 20 percent fishing-related plastic items. This beach litter pollutes oceans and kills sea life when they
ingest it. Globally about 8 million metric tons of plastics leak into the ocean each year, a figure that could easily
double in 10 years with our ever-growing demand for plastic packaging.
We need to act now and build on the progress made to reduce the environmental impact associated with
single-use plastic. In a country like South Africa, concrete actions such as enhancing recycling are a good place
to start. Such efforts, however, need to be complemented by a significant reduction in our reliance on singleuse plastic packaging and ensuring much better design for recyclability.
A plan to ban some single-use plastics – such as plastics cups and cutlery – could be part of the shift needed
to protect the planet and our marine environment. This brings to light the immediate need for inclusive and
collective action between government departments, industry (big and small) and civil society organisations
to create more awareness among business and consumers. This action encompasses small changes such as
saying “no” to single-use plastics or larger-scale decisions by industry to make better-informed choices about
plastics and packaging.

NICOLA JENKIN
BOARD CHAIR
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Letter from our board chair continued...

The Beach Co-operation Initiative (TBC) stands at the forefront of this action. Through our passion for change,
we aim to make the invisible visible and the complex simple. Every time we host a beach cleanup, we are
reminded of what we are fighting for – the health of our ocean. While TBC is a small organisation, it has a big
heart and it needs a big heart to take on this significant challenge. But we are getting there.
This past year has seen a number of initiatives blossom, from formalising the way data is collected at beach
cleanups to establishing budding partnerships to tackle the challenge together. We look forward to sharing
some of these developments in this, our first annual report, and hope that you are inspired by what you read
For 2020, we look forward to continuing our work innovatively to reducing marine litter, and doing so in a
scientifically robust and highly collaborative and creative way to protect the ocean we love.
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OUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN 201 9/2020

59 beach cleanups
6 tons of waste collected
17 sponsors
3 507 people reached
1 663 learners reached
39 volunteers

1o tidal pools events
R196 486 value of donations
R501 345 value of corporate sponsorships
7 896 social media followers
19 public speaking engagement
15 new partnerships
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LETTER FROM OUR FOUNDING DIRECTOR

“Our oceans are places of
recreation and beauty and are
home to a staggering diversity
of life that deserves the right to
continued existence.”
AANIYAH OMARDIEN
FOUNDING DIRECTOR

Human life is significantly dependent on ocean health. Oceans generate half of the oxygen we need to breathe,
supply a sixth of the animal protein that we eat and hold more than 90 percent of all water on Earth. They
also absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and will play a significant role in mitigating climate change.
Beyond that, oceans are places of recreation and beauty and are home to a staggering diversity of life that
deserves the right to continued existence.
These contributions are under threat from current production and consumption patterns. To avert this threat,
we must change the way in which we relate to and understand oceans. We must – as citizens, government
and business – take measures to minimise our impact and, instead, to enhance ocean health. TBC works at
this nexus of ocean and people to drive awareness of the need for change and support beneficial shifts in
our relationship with the ocean. The need for the work that we do is clear, as is the growing impact in our
spheres of focus: community and business.
TBC stepped up to the challenge in 2019. More than 3 507 people participated in the 59 cleanups we hosted
in the 2019 financial year. We collected more than 6 tons of waste. The passion of volunteers at these
citizen cleanups has grown significantly as the problems caused by plastic waste on our beaches and in
our oceans has become more visible. TBC has continued to find creative ways to engage with and attract
people to beach cleanups, including using art, music and experiences to deepen the relationship between
individuals, communities and the ocean. Our citizen science approach (pg. 12) using the Dirty Dozen Cleanup™
methodology provides participants with the hard evidence that they need to further our message, motivate for
change and change their consumption habits.
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Letter from our founding director continued...

The work we do with South African corporates also deepened in the last financial year. We worked with five
corporates to conduct team-building experiences with more than 460 employees in five cities: Cape Town,
East London, Johannesburg, Durban and Port Elizabeth. TBC retained its good relationships with existing
partners and also entered into seven new corporate partnerships in 2019. These partnerships help fund citizen
cleanups, but they also help amplify our message to larger groups of people. In further efforts to scale, we
trademarked the Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ methodology in 2019. This will enable us to develop online and app
platforms that will be accessible to any cleanup group in the world, standardising data collection of the top
plastic pollution items. This data can be used to more efficiently advocate for change in legislation and practice
at government and business levels.
The spread of COVID-19 and the subsequent lockdown in South Africa poses both risks and opportunities
for TBC. It is likely that social distancing will remain a reality for many months to come, which jeopardises
our ability to host large cleanup gatherings. We have taken the time during lockdown to reflect on what
opportunities this offers.
We will be focusing our efforts in months to come on how to ensure that we retain our core values and meet
our goals and objectives within a new post-COVID 19 reality. Our proactive steps to trademark the Dirty
Dozen Cleanup™ will shift cleanups to online and app platforms and offer us the ability to reach more people
in more countries. Passionate participants using the toolkit and app will be able to run clean-up campaigns
individually or in groups and local and globally interact, learn and challenge the plastic waste problem we face
on our beaches and in our rivers.

AANIYAH OMARDIEN
FOUNDING DIRECTOR
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TBC has two goals and related objectives. Our goals are to empower coastal communities as keepers of
oceans and to keep South Africa’s beaches clean and healthy. We have a unique and innovative approach
to achieving our objectives under these goals. We believe in strong values that define and influence the way
we work (pg. 7). We believe in the strength of partnerships and collaborative action to bring about change
(pg. 18). We believe in the power of innovation to both reach and empower people to shape the world in a
responsible, ethical and sustainable way (pg. 12).
In the 2019/2020 financial year, working through our values, we made significant strides towards meeting
our objectives. Within the goal of empowering coastal communities, we hosted 12 New Moon Cleanups at
our long-term monitoring site in Muizenberg and helped two local businesses shift their procurement practices
away from plastic (pg. 14).
We built on existing and forged new partnerships to further raise awareness within coastal communities of
the need for change and provide support in doing so. In collaboration with other organisations and individuals,
we have been working to protect Cape Town’s tidal pools for the last three years. Due to these collaborative
efforts, the city has changed its cleaning protocols to more sustainable ones. In the financial year, we focused
on engaging with youth, particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Through partnerships, we engaged with more than 1 500 learners in fun and educational programmes that
both inspired youth to be more interested in the ocean and helped us collect 720 kilograms of litter (pg. 15).
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Executive summary continued...

TBC continues to engage with festival organisers to host beach cleanups within festival programmes and
to educate festival participants and service providers about the plastic pollution problem and sustainable
alternatives. We participated in two festivals in the financial year to this end (pg. 16).
Within TBC’s goal of keeping the country’s beaches clean and healthy, we trademarked the Dirty Dozen
Cleanup™ methodology and have marketed it as a tool for other organisations to use in cleanups. This will help
standardise data collection of the top 12 plastic culprits and will also enable us to scale the reach and impact
of the TBC brand both nationally and internationally. Eleven organisations registered to use our methodology
in the financial year.
We have also worked through partnerships – both existing and new ones – to scale our work. We worked with
12 businesses and three organisations in the financial year to implement plastic awareness campaigns and
cleanups (pg. 18). Through these events, we reached close on 9 000 people and collected more than 6 tons of
waste.
We continue to participate in national forums on plastic pollution and were invited, along with other
organisations, to be part of a government-led working group focused on the entire plastic value chain from
design through to consumption.
TBC is increasingly focused on aligning its work to support the attainment of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and refining its approach given COVID-19 and the likely implications for our work in the future
(pg. 11).

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE
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ABOUT US
TBC is a not-for-profit company that evolved from the work of a group of volunteers that started collecting
marine debris at their local surf break, the rocky shore at Surfers Corner in Muizenberg, Cape Town in 2015.
TBC’s vision emerged from these early informal gatherings.

OUR VISION
TBC works collaboratively and creatively within ocean communities and
with government and business to urgently protect, restore and regenerate
the integrity of ocean ecosystems.

OUR CURRENT MISSION
TBC effectively connects people, institutions and organisations through
evidence-based education and experiential learning to keep South Africa’s
beaches clean and healthy and to protect and enhance
ocean health.

OUR CURRENT FOCUS
The elimination, re-use, recycling and redesign of single-use plastics.

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE
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OUR VALUES
TBC operates according to the following set of values.
GLOBAL CONNECTEDNESS: Life systems are connected across geo-political and social
boundaries. TBC works within a global understanding of environmental and social opportunities
and challenges, but acts at the local and national level to address them.
INTEGRITY: We “walk the talk” in our professional and private lives in accordance with ethical
principles of inclusivity, participation, consideration, sharing, empathy, authenticity and respect for
people, wildlife and natural systems.
CREATIVE AND SCIENCE-BASED EDUCATION: We believe that people learn best through
meaningful and fun experiences linked to evidence-based information that supports them in taking
action. TBC works through an array of creative platforms to curate experiences that support
behavioural change.
DIVERSITY: It is the diversity within ecosystems and among people that supports life, creativity
and innovation. TBC focuses on ensuring an appreciation of ecological diversity and working with
a diversity of people within its projects.
FAMILY AND COMMUNITY: We respect the structures of families and communities and work to
strengthen bonds that support regenerative activities.
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Go als and Objective s
In 2019, we went through an iterative process of refining our goals, objectives and related workplans. We
worked closely with Board members to ensure that our work aligns with our values and our offerings are
positioned to make the best use of our resources for maximum impact.

GOAL 1

GOAL 2

TBC empowers coastal communities as keepers of
our ocean

TBC works to keep South Africa’s beaches clean and healthy

OBJECTIVE 1:

TBC’s Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ methodology is adopted at the national, regional and
international level

TBC uses creative and science-based communication and events to raise
awareness and support communities in acting for change
OBJECTIVE 2:

TBC has strong partnerships that it leverages to scale up its work

OBJECTIVE 1:

OBJECTIVE 2:

The Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ methodology is used as a tool of choice for consumer and
business beach cleanups
OBJECTIVE 3:

Grow the number of TBC and partner-led beach cleanups
OBJECTIVE 4:

Develop innovative projects that stimulate citizen action to clean and protect beaches
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Our Te am
We have a dedicated all-women team with experience in both academic and advocacy work. Our diverse set of skills encompass community
building, communications and scientific research. We operate in a decentralised way, which has been highly effective in achieving our goals and
keeping costs to a minimum. Lisa Beasley was an important part of our team in the reporting period; she has left to focus on her psychology degree.

AANIYAH OMARDIEN,
FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR

Aaniyah focuses on work that
connects people and nature. She
worked for WWF SA from 2001
to 2010, where she helped start
and eventually managed WWF’s
Marine Programme.

STEFANIE SWANEPOEL,
STRATEGY AND PLANNING

For the last two decades Stefanie
has focused her work as an editor
and researcher on food systems.
Her clients include the United
Nations, CRIDF, the World Bank
and GIZ.

MARIA HONIG,
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

An avid marine biologist, Maria
has 10 years of environmental
and
social
development
experience in commercial fishing,
ecotourism and rural cattle
farming communities.

MEGAN-ROSE FRANCIS,
OPERATIONS MANAGER

Megan-Rose is a conservationist
with a love for the marine
environment. This passion has led
her to raise awareness in coastal
communities of the beauty of our
marine world.
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Our B oard
TBC carefully selected its board members for their ability to contribute to the success of the organisation. We are able to draw on both their practical
experience and insights to ensure that TBC remains relevant in a fast-changing landscape. The Board provides both academic and business expertise
to support us in our work.

NICOLA JENKIN,
CHAIR
PINPOINT SUSTAINABILITY

Nicola has 25 years of experience
working in the sustainability field
with a focus on adding value
to supply chains, sustainable
packaging, green skills and
marine waste.

MIKE SCHLEBACH,
MANAGING DIRECTOR
SEALAND GEAR

Mike has contributed significantly
to the uptake of waste fabric
upcycling in South Africa through
the creation of Sealand Gear.
His experience provides valuable
insights for TBC’s efforts.

JASPER EALES,
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
SEALAND GEAR

Jasper is the creative force behind
Sealand Gear and offers TBC his
seasoned insights into building
a brand in this sector. He is an
avid surfer with a passion for the
ocean.

ALEX GLENDAY,
DIRECTOR
BREW KOMBUCHA

Brew Kombucha has always and
will always put the environment
at the forefront of its philosophy.
Alex offers innovation and
practical on-the-ground insight
for sustainable business.

PHILIPPA NOTTEN,
DIRECTOR
THE GREEN HOUSE

Pippa is director of The Green
House and an adjunct associate
professor at the University of
Cape Town. Her work focuses on
product and technology lifecycle
assessment.
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OUR APPROACH
We believe that behavioural change is effected by individual awareness, emotional connection and
enabled action. Our work therefore focuses on building an ocean-loving culture and is supported
by scientific knowledge and lived experience. We celebrate the ocean and our relationship to and
dependence on it through music, art and sporting events, as well as regular cleanups.
TBC’s strategic position in the nexus between communities and industries enables us to raise
awareness about marine plastic pollution while lobbying industry to close the loop on plastic product
design, use, distribution and waste. The emphasis on citizen science, rigorous data collection and
analysis has ensured our credibility.
Our contribution to the Sustainable Development Goals

11

TBC works to build a sustainable
mindset in coastal communities
and with business partners

12

TBC promotes the adoption of
sustainable plastics throughout
the value chain

•

Worked in 27 coastal
communities in financial year

•

15 influencers pledged to give
up single-use plastic

•

Engaged 3 507 beach cleanup
participants

•

•

Engaged 235 learners through
partnerships

11 organisations registered to
use the Dirty Dozen Cleanup™
methodology

•

2 businesses shifted to more
sustainable plastic procurement
practices

14

TBC works to reduce marine
pollution through the Dirty Dozen
Cleanup™ methodology
•

6 tons of waste removed from
beaches and rocky shores

17

TBC builds civil and business
partnerships
•

15 new partnerships in the
financial year

•

Helped change 1 government
regulation on Cape Town’s
tidal pool cleaning protocols
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To ol: The Dir t y D oz e n
“Collecting, counting and
weighing each item and checking
the manufacturer’s marks
provides invaluable information
on how we’re failing to manage
our solid waste properly, but
it’s not the kind of thing most
volunteers want to do. Most
people are happy to have a coffee
or go for a surf after picking up
litter for a couple of hours. Hence
the birth of the Dirty Dozen.”

We use an innovative monitoring tool – the Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ - that tracks the top 12 most commonly
found plastic litter items. This tool was developed by Professor Peter Ryan who has been monitoring beach
litter in South Africa since the 1980s to understand its impact on seabirds that ingest it.
At that time little was known about how much and what type of plastic was entering South Africa’s oceans.
Ryan set off on an extensive road trip around the country to find the answers to these questions. This survey
has been repeated every five years. The eighth one will take place in 2020.
The Dirty Dozen items were chosen as indicators of the most significant sources of beach litter from ocean
vessels, land-based sources and beach users. While we pick up all litter at our cleanups, we only record the
12 Dirty Dozen plastic items.

COOLDRINK
BOTTLES

WATER
BOTTLES

COOLDRINK
LIDS

CARRIER
BAGS

CRISP
PACKETS

INDIVIDUAL
SWEET WRAPPERS

STRAWS

EAR BUDS

LOLLYPOP
STICKS

CIGARETTE
LIGHTERS

FISHING
LINE

LIGHT
STICKS

PROF. PETER RYAN
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Our Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ tool not only helps to generate awareness of the problem with those who use it at
our cleanups, it also contributes to the generation of useful data on plastic pollution trends. This helps ascertain
whether the measures taken to mitigate plastic pollution in our oceans are effective. This type of long-term
data collection provides us with the necessary site-specific information to support targeted, evidence-based
communication campaigns. In addition, the aggregated data can be fed into scientific channels to support
academic work and provide for an evidence-based campaign against single-use plastics in South Africa.
In 2019, we trademarked the Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ methodology to ensure its use remains scientifically
sound and contributes to robust data collection while our cleanup design remains focused on the experiential
activities that bring about behavioural change. We intend making a Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ toolkit available
online to help those individuals and groups that are keen to self-organise cleanups and contribute to a global
dataset on plastic pollution in oceans.
Collected and catalogued 6 tons of waste
Enrolled 11 organizations
27 locations
Top 3 items were 16 491 individual sweet wrappers, 15 379 cooldrink lids and
12 574 lollipop sticks

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE

“What a wonderful
organisation,
I especially love the Dirty
Dozen method that you use
and all the wonderful work
that you do.”
NINA BOTHMA,
BEACH CLEANUP PARTICIPANT
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Go al 1
TB C Empowers Co as t al Communit ie s as Ke e p e r s of ou r O c e an
TBC’s first goal is to build good relationships between coastal communities and the ocean to ensure individual
and community investment in protecting and regenerating ocean health. We have created programmes to
ensure consistent application of our values in regular and ad hoc events as well as through partnership events.
These events aim to raise awareness among communities and support ongoing efforts in this regard.

S I G N I FI CA NT P RO G RAM M ES
Community Cleanups: We host monthly New Moon Cleanups at Surfers Corner in Muizenberg along
70 meters of rocky shore coastline. This long-term monitoring project offers a fun way for community
members to contribute towards a cleaner coastal shoreline while collating data that supports a deeper
understanding of the impact of plastic on marine life ecosystems. Data collected over the year contributed
to a UCT Marine Science Honours Project and subsequent paper on the ingestion of plastics by sea
anemones. These events have also helped us to build a relationship with local businesses and provide
them with support in shifting to a circular economy approach.
Conducted 12 New Moon Cleanups
Shifted two businesses towards less plastic use since inception
Collected 43 kilograms of waste in financial year

“Our Eco Bugs group of autistic
young adults, differently abled,
with support workers, were pleased
to participate in this. Thank
you for your kind inclusion and
consideration. Well done to you all
on the amazing work you are doing
for our beaches and marine life.”
DEBBIE FLUGEL
FROM ECO BUGS
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Youth Beach Cleanup Programme: We partnered with Captain Fanplastic on an inspirational
educational initiative with young learners to bring about a mindset that recognises plastic waste is
#NoTrashButTreasure. Through a connection to nature and gamification, we provide a fun learning
day for children, families, and school staff. TBC’s Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ methodology is harmoniously
integrated into a story by highlighting these plastics on treasure maps to be used in a “treasure hunt”. The
serious yet delightful messaging behind this intervention has been designed to leave a lasting impact on
these learners, encouraging them to be mindful of polluting the environment and arming them with the
knowledge necessary to help keep it clean.
TBC has had amazing support from schools across Cape Town that have reached out to run cleanups at
local beaches. We see huge growth potential through building partnerships with Western Cape schools
and look forward to supporting youth champions to lead on the plastics problem in their own schools in
future.
Engaged 1 563 learners
Conducted 5 cleanups
Collected 720 kilograms of waste
Tidal Pool Programme: TBC has been working, in collaboration with others, to protect Cape Town’s
tidal pools for more than three years. Due to the efforts of many individuals and groups, the city has
finally replaced its harmful cleaning practices with new protocols. In the last quarter of the year, TBC
piloted a snorkelling programme with Waves for Change (a surf therapy non-profit) that allowed us to
work with children who already have a connection to the ocean and to deepen their appreciation for our
local marine diversity.
Helped change 1 local government regulation
Reached 100 youth

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE

“So stoked to be part of
this! Thank you so much to
everyone involved in offering
this great opportunity to our
kids, to access new safe spaces
and opportunities to learn
about themselves and the
environment.”
AVIWE FUNANI
FROM WAVES FOR CHANGE
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Festival Programme: We facilitate beach cleanups as a festival component. This allows us to engage
with the festival goers, using the Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ methodology, about their consumption patterns
and how to avoid and refuse certain single-use plastic items. Additionally, we are able to assist with
waste management at the festival and ensure that food vendors avoid single-use plastic products.
For the third year in a row, we partnered with Endless Daze festival to clean Mouille Point and Silverstroom
beach. Our chillout zone at the festival provided a hub of activity to engage party goers on the plastics
issue in a fun and relaxed environment.
We participated in Cape Town’s annual Wavescape Festival, which combines science, education, art,
music, sport and advocacy for the health of our oceans, for the fourth year. We hosted a cleanup in
Strandfontein in 2019 and a pop-up market offering second-hand clothing, books and toys in exchange
for waste collected. TBC ran “Beneath the Surface” – an open storytelling session on our connection to
the ocean and arranged the screening of “Plastic China” at the Wavescape film festival.
TBC facilitates an annual beach cleanup with the Wavescape Festival and this year the youth participants
of the Nine Miles Project (a surfing and mentorship non-profit organisation based in Strandfontein)
undertook an exciting treasure hunt for Dirty Dozen Cleanup ™ items with Captain Fanplastic.

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE
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Go al 2
TB C Works To Kee p B e ache s Cle an and He a lt hy
The second TBC goal is to keep South African beaches clean and healthy by promoting the use of our Dirty
Dozen Cleanup™ methodology at the national and international level as a tool of choice for beach clean-ups.
We work with a growing number of partnerships and innovative projects to clean and protect beaches.

WO RK I N G AT THE NATI O NAL AND INTER NATIONAL LEVEL
TBC has and will continue to follow and participate where possible in international events. In the previous
financial year, we were invited to exhibit at the Green Economy Ministerial Conference in Cape Town in early
2019. The acting Minister of the Environment, Forests and Fisheries Nomvula Mokonyana visited our stand
and showed great interest in our Dirty Dozen Cleanup™. We were also represented in the previous financial
year at a high-level conference at the New York Library Study Hall focused on the need for a revolution in the
textile and apparel industry in support of the SDGs. In this financial year, TBC was invited along with other
groups that had attended Plastics Colloquium by the Minister of the Department of Environment Forests and
Fisheries Barbara Creecy to participate in a working group focused on the entire plastic value chain from
design through to consumption.

A D O PT I O N O F O U R DI RT Y DOZEN C LEANUP ™ ME THODOLOGY
Organisations and collectives from Two Oceans Aquarium, Ushaka Aquarium, CapeNature (at several
reserves), Animal Ocean, the Yzerfontein Conservancy, Oceano Reddentes, Surf4Trash, KZN Beach Cleanup,
and SurfPop have registered to clean the South African coastline using our Dirty Dozen Cleanup™ methodology.
The data gathered through these exercises will help inform policy on packaging production and will help create
motivation and momentum for a shift to circular economy thinking when it comes to product design.

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE
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S CA L I N G UP T HRO U G H PART NERSHIPS
We continue to create partnerships that scale the impact of our work. We have deepened our relationships
with existing partners and formed 14 new partnerships in the reporting period. Programmes undertaken in
partnership during this financial year are described below.
International Coastal Cleanup Day: The Ocean Conservancy partners with volunteer organisations
and individuals around the world to promote and support activities on International Coastal Cleanup
Day. Activities engage people to remove litter from beaches and waterways, identify the source of the
litter and pledge to change their own consumption behaviour. TBC assisted Plastics SA to coordinate
cleanups in Cape Town as part of this campaign, which was very successful.
Collected 44 633 foam pieces, 30 239 plastic pieces, 12 881 food wrappers
Reached more than 8 000 participants in the Western Cape
Plastic Free July: #PlasticFreeMzansi is a partnership between Twyg and TBC that produces an
intense media campaign aimed at educating, inspiring and informing South Africans about plastic. In
2019 Twyg and TBC partnered with WWF South Africa on #PlasticFreeMzansi to ask South Africans to
pledge to refuse single-use plastic items, most notably earbud stems, chip packets and plastic bottles.
A series of very successful beach cleanups were held. The campaign ended on 31 July with a fantastic
Green Carpet event sponsored by Pernod Ricard in Granger Bay.
Reached more than 630 influencers and volunteers at 5 beach cleanup events
Collected 1 ton of waste
6 091 sweet wrappers, 5 511 lollypop sticks and 5 431 straws collected
More than 90 designers, influencers, scientists, retailers and environmental activists attended
the Green Carpet event

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE

“I’m chip mad and decided
to stop eating them, it’s been
tough but I’ve discovered
roasted chickpeas as a
substitute and what a win.”
JENN SYMATT,
CAMPAIGN PARTICIPANT
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Two Ocean Aquarium Trash Bashes: We partnered with the Two Oceans Aquarium to undertake
six Trash Bashes at various beaches and waterways this year. This is the third year in a row that we have
collaborated with them and we hope to continue these shared events far into the future.
Collected 1.3 tons of waste
Immersive Workshops: TBC offers a staff day of experiential learning and teambuilding to support
organisational growth and development for a circular economy. We cover topics such as the circular
economy, sustainable fashion, and zero waste to landfill. Part of the day is spent on a site visit or beach
cleanup activation using the Dirty Dozen Beach Cleanup™. Beach cleanups are a fun way to engage
employees and clients in a rewarding activity that help make our oceans healthier and provides real
benefit to our planet. Our corporate partners include Willard Batteries, Adidas, Woolworths, Pick n Pay,
Vida E, Faithful to Nature, Plastics SA, Pernod Ricard, Garnier, and Ekima Travel.
Facilitated 15 corporate cleanups in Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East London, Durban and
Johannesburg
Engaged 660 staff
Collected 3 tons of waste on 10 beaches and along 2 rivers

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE

“Glad to have been part
of some of these beach
cleanups, you girls are doing
an amazing job and are an
inspiration. It’s just very sad
that there was a ton of plastic
to pick up, plastic that was
never meant to be where they
were found.”
SADIYAH RAWAT,
A CLEANUP PARTICIPANT
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FINANCIALS
TBC complies with all legislative and regulatory requirements regarding its reporting obligations as
a non-profit organisation. We also received our public benefit organisation status during the reporting period,
which carries additional submission requirements.
This financial year, we stepped up to the challenge of not only doing more but also in paying fair value to
those who work for us. We looked for work – in the form of cleanup sponsorships and collaborative marketing
campaigns – that would financially support us in attaining our gaols and objectives. And were successful in
attracting new corporate sponsors and deepening our engagement with them.

N GOs
P R IVATE DON ORS
FESTIVALS

2020

COR PORATES

Our revenue sources shifted in the reporting period towards more significant corporate sponsorship for
cleanups and payment for services rendered. We believe that providing value to our stakeholders is important
and are increasingly recognised as a credible organisation that delivers on its mandate.
TBC registered a net loss this year due to the inclusion of valid expenses, such as salaries and expenditure
related to service delivery. Much of our work in previous years has relied on volunteers, which, while heartening,
is not sustainable in the long-term. Salaries still remain below market-related figures and we will deepen
our efforts this year to narrow this gap. Retaining and incentivising our experienced and passionate staff
complement is key to us achieving our ambitious vision.
We will continue to search for research opportunities that provide for sustainable income flow and to deepen
our relationships with donor organisations and corporate sponsorships. This will enable us to cover core costs
and to instigate potential future projects.

R111 075 revenue in 2018
R452 185 revenue in 2019
R595 753 revenue in 2020
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LOOKING FORWARD
The global pandemic caused by COVID-19 will likely deeply influence how people live and work for the
foreseeable future. The pandemic and the resultant in-country lockdowns have created space for individual
and community reflection on their values and behaviour, which could lead to changes in production and
consumption patterns. It has also, however, made gatherings and personal interaction less likely over coming
months, which presents us with a challenge in how we continue our work of creating a movement to protect
and enhance the health of our oceans.
The TBC team has not let this lockdown time go to waste and has spent time reflecting on our core values
and offerings. In the coming months, we will refine our value propositions to enable some of our work to go
online – to continue building solidarity within ocean communities – and deepen our efforts to complete a Dirty
Dozen Cleanup™ app. This will allow individuals and smaller groups to contribute to citizen science efforts to
monitor and report on plastic waste. The opportunities to scale our impact beyond South Africa’s borders are
significant if we are able to successfully translate our offerings to online and app-based platforms.
Founder and director Aaniyah Omardien is embarking on a PhD with the Environmental Learning Research
Centre, Rhodes University, in the coming medium term. This research will measure TBC’s impact on behaviour
change from community building programmes over the next three years to enable us to apply the best and
most effective tools and approaches for shifting the collective behaviour on plastic consumption and stemming
the tide on ocean plastic.
Our commitment to our values, goals and objectives remains steadfast and our creative and innovative
approach to bringing about change will stand us in good stead in a post-COVID-19 world.

THE BEACH CO-OPERATION INITIATIVE

Join us!

We believe in oce an
rev it a li sation & we
are pro ud to support
The Beach Co-op.

t h ebea c h c oop@g ma i l .c om

BRU CE JAC K .COM

T H E B EACH COOP.ORG

FB : @t h ebea c h c oop
I G: @t h ebea c h c o_op
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